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I have Complex PTSD [Cptsd] and wrote this book from the perspective of someone who has
experienced a great reduction of symptoms over the years. I also wrote it from the viewpoint of
someone who has discovered many silver linings in the long, windy, bumpy road of recovering
from Cptsd. I felt encouraged to write this book because of thousands of e-mail responses to the
articles on my website that repeatedly expressed gratitude for the helpfulness of my work. An
often echoed comment sounded like this: At last someone gets it. I can see now that I am not
bad, defective or crazy…or alone! The causes of Cptsd range from severe neglect to monstrous
abuse. Many survivors grow up in houses that are not homes – in families that are as loveless as
orphanages and sometimes as dangerous. If you felt unwanted, unliked, rejected, hated and/or
despised for a lengthy portion of your childhood, trauma may be deeply engrained in your mind,
soul and body. This book is a practical, user-friendly self-help guide to recovering from the
lingering effects of childhood trauma, and to achieving a rich and fulfilling life. It is copiously
illustrated with examples of my own and my clients’ journeys of recovering. This book is also for
those who do not have Cptsd but want to understand and help a loved one who does. This book
also contains an overview of the tasks of recovering and a great many practical tools and
techniques for recovering from childhood trauma. It extensively elaborates on all the recovery
concepts explained on my website, and many more. However, unlike the articles on my website,
it is oriented toward the layperson. As such, much of the psychological jargon and dense
concentration of concepts in the website articles has been replaced with expanded and easier to
follow explanations. Moreover, many principles that were only sketched out in the articles are
explained in much greater detail. A great deal of new material is also explored. Key concepts of
the book include managing emotional flashbacks, understanding the four different types of
trauma survivors, differentiating the outer critic from the inner critic, healing the abandonment
depression that come from emotional abandonment and self-abandonment, self-reparenting
and reparenting by committee, and deconstructing the hierarchy of self-injuring responses that
childhood trauma forces survivors to adopt. The book also functions as a map to help you
understand the somewhat linear progression of recovery, to help you identify what you have
already accomplished, and to help you figure out what is best to work on and prioritize now. This
in turn also serves to help you identify the signs of your recovery and to develop reasonable
expectations about the rate of your recovery. I hope this map will guide you to heal in a way that
helps you to become an unflinching source of kindness and self-compassion for yourself, and
that out of that journey you will find at least one other human being who will reciprocally love you
well enough in that way.



COMPLEX PTSD:FROM SURVIVING TO THRIVINGA GUIDE AND MAP FOR RECOVERING
FROM CHILDHOOD TRAUMAPete WalkerAuthor of The Tao of Fully Feeling“Pete Walker’s new
book is an invaluable, comprehensive resource for anyone with a childhood history of trauma.
This book is certain to benefit clients and clinicians alike.”- Julie Scheinman, M.A.,
MFTTestimonials about Pete Walker’s first book, The Tao of Fully Feeling, and his website:I am
writing from Survivors of Abuse Recovering (S.O.A.R.) Society, located in Canada. We would
like to include “13 Steps for Managing Flashbacks” in our resource manual.I found myself. I
found myself in your words. It’s as if you had unzipped me, stepped inside my traumatized inner
self, meandered around a bit, come back outside, and wrote about what you discovered inside
of me. For the first time in my life.......and I’m in my fifties now........I don’t feel defective......or
crazy.......or “weird”.......or even unlovable. — D.M.I sat in the San Francisco Airport reading your
book (in the washroom, shaking and weeping) to get the courage to go the next leg of the trip. It
helped me so much just to know that you live in that area-strange when I haven’t even met you!
Your website and book are invaluable to me. — A. R.I want to thank you so much for all the help
you have given me (and all the people I’ve passed your website link onto since finding out about
it). Your understanding of emotional flashbacks has made an enormous difference in my life. I’ve
gone from being smashed about by huge waves to having a surfboard on which I can ride at
least some of them, and even if I fall off into it, I know it won’t last forever. — J, New
ZealandThank you for all of your educational information with regards to PTSD and
abandonment. I have finally found something that I have tried to explain to therapists for years.
Every single piece of information is exactly what I experience from my PTSD and attachment
depression. — AI thank you on a personal and professional level. Your articles on healing from
CPTSD have excited me and validated me both. I will be a better therapist now, and heal further
in my own life. — DYour article will be one of my regular handouts now to my clients. Needless to
say I feel this information and the way you articulate it is a life saver! — L.PHow impactful all you
have written has been for me and how much healing I have found in the pages of your website.
Like the authors you note in your article on bibliotherapy - I was convinced you would have
empathy for me had I the occasion to meet you - and here, in this moment, that belief is
powerfully actualized. — J.S.I have been labeled and diagnosed with everything from panic
disorder to separation anxiety and attachment disorder, bipolar disorder, generalized anxiety,
etc. Then I found a therapist who said I had PTSD from long-term emotional abuse from my
father and emotional neglect from my mother and that’s when things really started to click. I feel
like everything I have been reading from this website is the final piece to the puzzle that I have
been searching for in my journey. It is indeed very empowering and liberating. — A.M.I’m a long
way into my own recovery process now and have recently reached a point of wanting to look
back and celebrate how far I’ve come. Your words were just what I needed to see at this time. I
feel really seen and understood and appreciated. What a gift. — P.After a degree in psychology,



training in counseling and decades of therapy this is the first time I’ve read something that
describes my internal state! — F.K.I’ve been working with your book for a few years, and for the
first time in my life I’m able to be myself and feel a full range of feelings - and my kids are starting
to flower due to this hard work. So thank you. — N.A.I wanted to extend my gratitude for all the
information you have made available on complex PTSD. Clearly the best resource on the
internet. — J.C.I found your online articles about 5 years ago, and have consistently come back
to them as I work through Complex PTSD with a wonderful therapist. Your words are sturdy and
compassionate and direct and I now find life worth living again. P.S. I keep a copy of 13 Steps/
Flashback in my purse. — P.B.This is and will always be a historic day in my life; simply from
stumbling onto your articles. Twelve years of huge wastes of treatment time suffering. You’ve
nailed it. I’m talking van der Kolk could learn from you. I’ve always hated the psych chatter of how
great it is to be able to put a name to this or that or blah, blah. But I stand converted. It is
absolutely a miracle to know emotional flashbacks ‘fit’ the ‘thing’. — M.I’ve read your articles
many many times. Particularly on abandonment depression, you have given me hope to refrain
from committing suicide. Thank you so much for taking the time to write these exceptional
articles on the internet. I cannot thank you enough. — T.M., N. IrelandI just finished your book. It
is powerful and gentle. I am starting your book over now and am using a highlighter as I go
through it again. You invite the reader into a warm therapeutic relationship as you write. A
beautiful, beautiful book! Thank you — A. R.I wanted to thank you for sharing your work on your
website. It was exactly what I needed to get an area of my life unstuck! Your work is insightful,
your suggestions are doable, and most importantly they resulted in achieving the gentle shifts
most needed to change my life. — L.K.Your articles have offered more insight and hope to me as
a CPTSD sufferer, than any other, and I am grateful for this and would like to share this
knowledge with others. Please could we have permission to publish your articles on .Reading
your article was like the clouds clearing up and the sun coming out. I’m not crazy, I’m not stupid,
I’m not broken forever. I just have emotional flashbacks and it’s not my fault. — M.L.I’ve never
read something that helped me gain such personal insight and clarity to my own life experience.
After years of working with coaches, healers, and therapists, I’ve never been able to ‘pinpoint’
what exactly was happening in my own internal processing. I never clearly fit in any ‘box’ or
diagnosis... that is, until now. It is such a relief to read these articles and know that what I
struggle with ‘makes sense’ based on my difficult life (and childhood) experiences. And it’s an
even greater relief to recognize that there are ways to approach and manage this in a positive
way. — R.T.I don’t think it would be an understatement to tell you that your work has possibly
saved my life as well as my fiancé’s life. We both have complex PTSD and had both pretty much
given up on life. Your material has allowed us to understand what is happening to us. It has really
opened my eyes. — M. M.You are a gift to me and thousands of people who have suffered like
me and who struggle to find their anger (it’s coming!), self-protection, self-sorrowing, growth. I
am re-building, re-parenting myself. — L.K., U.K.I just re-read your book and underlined almost
the whole thing. I have gotten so much from your web-site and now the book. Three years plus



into therapy, I am amazed at how much I have changed. It blows my mind when I read the
fawning stuff now, and realize that I don’t really do that anymore. — A.I have been to counseling,
psychologists, psychiatrists, spiritual help, you name it; I have tried it. I have many self-help
books and online resources. They all give me some helpful information, but, your article gave me
more than anything ever has. — J. T.I have been working in the field of counseling education for
12 years, and I can honestly say, I have never found information and theory such as this before.
— C.M., Asst. Professor of Counseling PsychologyI felt compelled to write and thank you for
your article on complex PTSD. Reading it has for the first time allowed me to cry real tears from
the depths of my body for the pain and loss I experienced on my life journey so far. —
M.COMPLEX PTSD: FROMSURVIVING TO THRIVINGPete WalkerCOMPLEX PTSD: FROM
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Flashback Management StepsBibliographyACKNOWLEDGEMENTSI am grateful to all my
lovely clients who, over the last three decades, honored me with their brave vulnerability and
authenticity. Their stories verified to me that there is an epidemic of poor parenting, and their
inspiring work proved to me that the effects of it could be largely overcome.I am also grateful to
the readers of my first book and to my website respondents whose generous feedback greatly
alleviated my performance anxiety about writing another book and putting my words out there for
public viewing. Their overwhelmingly positive support ameliorates the fear that my words will be
used as weapons against me as they so often were in childhood.I am grateful to my good friend
Bill O’Brien who gave me invaluable editorial assistance.I am grateful to all those writers listed in
the Bibliography, and those unlisted, whose ideas have fertilized my mind and helped me to
write this book.I am grateful to my friends in recovery with whom I have shared the process of
mutual commiseration. We have aided each other greatly in our journeys of
recovery.DISCLAIMERI am not an academic expert on Complex PTSD [Cptsd]. I have read and
studied a great deal, but by no means exhaustively, and I do not make it a point to religiously
keep up with all the latest developments. What I bring to the table here is almost 30 years of
treating trauma survivors in individual and group settings. What I describe here is a pragmatic,
multidimensional approach to recovering based on what I have seen work with my clients, my
loved ones and myself.INTRODUCTIONIf you’re in immediate distress, please turn to chapter 8,
and read the list of 13 steps for reducing Cptsd fear and stress.Forty years ago, I was riding on a
train in India travelling from Delhi to Calcutta. I was at the end of a failed, yearlong spiritual quest
in India. Instead of enlightenment, my salvation fantasy had only netted me despair and amoebic
dysentery. The latter cost me thirty pounds of flesh, and left me looking like an emaciated
monk.Even worse was the absolute loss of the hope that had been inflamed by reading Walt
Whitman’s “Song of the Open Road.” This hope had supported me through five years of world
travel after I was unceremoniously kicked out of my family home.But, back to the train. I was
sitting in my cramped second class seat with the untouchables, chickens and goats, reading an
English version of an Indian newspaper. The paper informed me that my destination, Calcutta,
was now inundated with 100,000 refugees from Bangladesh who had just fled their flood–
swamped homes. They were all apparently sleeping on the downtown streets in the recesses
beneath the protruding second floors of all the buildings that lined the streets.I came in late at
night and sure enough, sleeping bodies wrapped in sheets, shoulder to shoulder, lined the
streets everywhere. I checked into a twenty cents-a-night hotel that a fellow traveler had told me
about. I slept unevenly, dreading the sight that I would behold the next morning. How would I
handle viewing masses of desperate people, especially when I had nothing to give? I doubted



that I even had enough money to make it to Australia where I could hopefully replenish my
wallet.When I finally nudged myself down the stairs late the next morning, I was aghast at the
transformed scene on the streets. Sheets had been spread out like picnic blankets and each
hosted happy families. Little portable stoves produced meals and cups of tea. People bantered
with incredible vitality and enthusiasm, and children...children [this was the part that
emblazoned on my memory] crawled all over their parents, especially their fathers in affectionate
playful gymnastics that their fathers seemed to love as much as they did.I was flooded with a
mélange of feelings unlike anything I’d ever experienced before - a strange cocktail of relief,
delight and anxiety. The anxiety I wouldn’t understand until ten years later when I realized that
envy had been percolating below the surface of my awareness.I was deeply envious of this
gorgeous buffet of familial love that I had never experienced or even witnessed before. The
family sitcoms – even the syrupy sweet ones - that I had watched growing up came nowhere
near creating such an authentic, tactile representation of healthy bonding and attachment.When
I realized what this was years later as an anthropology and social work student, I positively
flashed back to other non-industrial countries where I had seen similar scenes on a less grand
level: Morocco, Thailand, Bali, and an Aboriginal reserve in Australia.These memories also
viscerally informed me about the kind of relational love I had never seen in my own or my friends’
families. As I digested this experience over the years and used it to overcome my denial about
what I had missed out on as a child, I began the decades long quest that has lead me to write
this book as well as The Tao of Fully Feeling, which precedes it. The Tao of Fully Feeling is a
companion to this book and elaborates many of the foundational principles of this book.This
book then is my hopeful effort to create a map that you can follow to heal the wounds that come
from not enough childhood love. If I am a bit repetitive at times about issues like shrinking the
critic and grieving the losses of childhood, it is my attempt to find different ways to emphasize
the great importance of engaging these themes of recovery work over and over again. If you find
yourself lost and not sure of how to get back onto the map, these themes will always be key
portals for reentry.I sometimes recommend that readers view the table of contents and start with
whatever headings most strike a chord. Although the book is laid out in a somewhat linear
fashion, everyone’s journey of recovering is different, and journeys can be initiated in a variety of
ways.Journeys of recovering may begin when a death or great loss brings up an emotional storm
that opens up a hidden reservoir of childhood pain; or when a friend shares something about his
or her recovery process that strikes a chord; or when a book or TV show triggers a more serious
consideration of what really happened in childhood; or when something gets “opened up” in
couple’s therapy; or when a healing crisis in the form of panic attacks or a nervous breakdown
requires some outside help; or when the self-medicating strategies developed to soothe
depression and anxiety get out of control and also require outside help.I hope that readers will
be able to use this book as a textbook for recovering, and that certain sections will call you back
or forward to them repeatedly, as over time and with effective work, certain themes continue to
take on ever deepening meaning.In this vein, you will find that the Table of Contents is quite



comprehensive, and sometimes the best way to use this book is to browse through it and then
read the sections and chapters that most capture your interest.Moreover, this is not a one size
fits all formula for recovering. Depending on the specific pattern of your childhood trauma, some
of the advice contained herein may be less relevant or even irrelevant to you. Please then focus
on the material that seems applicable and helpful to you.I also hope this map will guide you to
heal in a way that helps you become an unflinching source of kindness and self-compassion for
yourself, and that out of that journey you will find at least one other human being who will
reciprocally love you well enough in that way.Finally I have illustrated this work with many real life
examples. All names and identifying information have been changed to protect client
confidentiality.PART 1AN OVERVIEW OF RECOVERINGTHE JOURNEY OF RECOVERING
FROM CPTSDI wrote this book from the perspective of someone who has Complex Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder [Cptsd], and who has experienced a great reduction of symptoms
over the years. I also wrote it from the viewpoint of someone who has discovered many silver
linings in the long, windy, bumpy road of recovering from Cptsd. I have also seen this type of
recovering in a number of my friends and many long term clients.First, the good news about
Cptsd. It is a learned set of responses, and a failure to complete numerous important
developmental tasks. This means that it is environmentally, not genetically, caused. In other
words, unlike most of the diagnoses it is confused with, it is neither inborn nor characterological.
As such, it is learned. It is not inscribed in your DNA. It is a disorder caused by nurture [or rather
the lack of it] not nature.This is especially good news because what is learned can be unlearned
and vice versa. What was not provided by your parents can now be provided by yourself and
others.Recovery from Cptsd typically has important self-help and relational components. The
relational piece can come from authors, friends, partners, teachers, therapists, therapeutic
groups or any combination of these. I like to call this reparenting by committee.I must
emphasize, however, that some survivors of Cptsdengendering families were so thoroughly
betrayed by their parents, that it may be a long time, if ever, before they can trust another human
being enough to engage in relational healing work. When this is the case, pets, books and online
therapeutic websites can provide significant relational healing.This book describes a multimodal
treatment approach to Cptsd. It is oriented toward the most prevalent kind of Cptsd, the kind that
comes from growing up in a severely abusive and/or neglectful family. In this vein, the book
describes a journey of healing the damage that occurs when you suffer traumatizing abuse and
abandonment. Traumatizing abuse and abandonment can occur on verbal, emotional, spiritual,
and/or physical levels. Moreover, sexual abuse is especially traumatizing.I believe that we have
an epidemic of traumatizing families. Current estimates posit that one in three girls and one in
five boys are sexually abused before they enter adulthood, and recent statistics from The Kim
Foundation report that 26% of Americans over 18 have been diagnosed with a mental
disorder.When abuse or neglect is severe enough, any one category of it can cause the child to
develop Cptsd. This is true even in the case of emotional neglect if both parents collude in it, as
we will see in chapter 5. When abuse and neglect is multidimensional, the severity of the Cptsd



worsens accordingly.Definition Of Complex PTSDCptsd is a more severe form of Post-traumatic
stress disorder. It is delineated from this better known trauma syndrome by five of its most
common and troublesome features: emotional flashbacks, toxic shame, self-abandonment, a
vicious inner critic and social anxiety.Emotional flashbacks are perhaps the most noticeable and
characteristic feature of Cptsd. Survivors of traumatizing abandonment are extremely
susceptibility to painful emotional flashbacks, which unlike ptsd do not typically have a visual
component.Emotional flashbacks are sudden and often prolonged regressions to the
overwhelming feeling-states of being an abused/abandoned child. These feeling states can
include overwhelming fear, shame, alienation, rage, grief and depression. They also include
unnecessary triggering of our fight/flight instincts.It is important to state here that emotional
flashbacks, like most things in life, are not all-or-none. Flashbacks can range in intensity from
subtle to horrific. They can also vary in duration ranging from moments to weeks on end where
they devolve into what many therapists call a regression.Finally, a more clinical and extensive
definition of Cptsd can be found on p. 121 of Judith Herman’s seminal book, Trauma and
Recovery.An Example Of An Emotional FlashbackAs I write this I recall the first emotional
flashback I was ever able to identify, although I did not identify it until about ten years after it
occurred. At the time of the event, I was living with my first serious partner. The honeymoon
phase of our relationship came to a screeching halt when she unexpectedly started yelling at me
for something I no longer recall.What I do most vividly recall was how the yelling felt. It felt like a
fierce hot wind. I felt like I was being blown away – like my insides were being blown out, as a
flame on a candle is blown out.Later, when I first heard about auras, I flashed back to this and
felt like my aura had been completely stripped from me.At the time itself, I also felt completely
disoriented, unable to speak, respond or even think. I felt terrified, shaky and very little.
Somehow, I finally managed to totter to the door and get out of the house where I eventually
slowly pulled myself together.As I said earlier, it took me ten years to figure out that this
confusing and disturbing phenomenon was an intense emotional flashback. Some years later, I
came to understand the nature of this type of regression. I realized it was a flashback to the
hundreds of times my mother, in full homicidal visage, blasted me with her rage into terror,
shame, dissociation and helplessness.Emotional flashbacks are also accompanied by intense
arousals of the fight/flight instinct, along with hyperarousal of the sympathetic nervous system,
the half of the nervous system that controls arousal and activation. When fear is the dominant
emotion in a flashback the person feels extremely anxious, panicky or even suicidal. When
despair predominates, a sense of profound numbness, paralysis and desperation to hide may
occur.A sense of feeling small, young, fragile, powerless and helpless is also commonly
experienced in an emotional flashback, and all symptoms are typically overlaid with humiliating
and crushing toxic shame.Toxic Shame: The Veneer Of An Emotional FlashbackToxic shame,
explored enlighteningly by John Bradshaw in Healing The Shame That Binds, obliterates a
Cptsd survivor’s self-esteem with an overwhelming sense that he is loathsome, ugly, stupid, or
fatally flawed. Overwhelming self-disdain is typically a flashback to the way he felt when



suffering the contempt and visual skewering of his traumatizing parent. Toxic shame can also be
created by constant parental neglect and rejection.Early in my career I worked with David, a
handsome, intelligent man who was a professional actor. One day David came to see me after
an unsuccessful audition. Beside himself, he burst out: “I never let on to anyone, but I know that
I’m really very ugly. It is so stupid that I’m trying to be an actor when I’m so painful to look at.” I will
never forget how shocked and disbelieving I felt at first, that such a handsome person could feel
ugly, but further exploration brought me understanding.David’s childhood was characterized by
broad spectrum abuse and neglect. He was the last and unwanted child of a large family, and his
alcoholic father repeatedly attacked and looked at him with disgust. To make matters worse, his
family imitated his father and frequently humiliated him with heavy doses of contempt. His older
brother’s favorite gibe, accompanied by a nauseated grimace, was “I can’t stand sight of you.
You make me want to vomit!”Toxic shame can obliterate your self-esteem in the blink of an eye.
In an emotional flashback you can regress instantly into feeling and thinking that you are as
worthless and contemptible as your family perceived you. When you are stranded in a flashback,
toxic shame devolves into the intensely painful alienation of the abandonment mélange - a
roiling morass of shame, fear and depression.The abandonment mélange is the fear and toxic
shame that surrounds and interacts with the abandonment depression. The abandonment
depression itself is the deadened feeling of helplessness and hopelessness that afflicts
traumatized children.Toxic shame also inhibits us from seeking comfort and support. In a
reenactment of the childhood abandonment we are flashing back to, we often isolate ourselves
and helplessly surrender to an overwhelming feeling of humiliation.If you are stuck viewing
yourself as worthless, defective, or despicable, you are probably in an emotional flashback. This
is typically also true when you are lost in self-hate and virulent self-criticism. Immediate help for
managing emotional flashbacks can be found at the beginning of chapter 8 which lists 13
practical steps for resolving flashbacks.Numerous clients and respondents to my website tell me
that the concept of emotional flashback brings them a great sense of relief. They report that for
the first time they are able to make some sense of their troubled lives. A common comment has
been “Now I understand why all the psychological and spiritual approaches I have pursued had
so few answers for me.” Many also note feeling freed from a shaming list of misdiagnoses that
have been given to them by themselves or others. This in turn has aided them in ridding
themselves of the self-destructive habit of amassing evidence of their own defectiveness or
craziness. Many also report a quantum leap in their motivation to challenge the learned habits of
self-hate and self-disgust.List Of Common Cptsd SymptomsSurvivors may not experience all of
these. Varying combinations are common. Factors affecting this are your 4F type and your
childhood abuse/neglect pattern.Emotional FlashbacksTyrannical Inner &/or Outer CriticToxic
ShameSelf-AbandonmentSocial anxietyAbject feelings of loneliness and abandonmentFragile
Self-esteemAttachment disorderDevelopmental ArrestsRelationship difficultiesRadical mood
vacillations [e.g., pseudo-cyclothymia: see chapter 12]Dissociation via distracting activities or
mental processesHair-triggered fight/flight responseOversensitivity to stressful



situationsSuicidal IdeationSuicidal IdeationSuicidal ideation is a common phenomenon in
Cptsd, particularly during intense or prolonged flashbacks. Suicidal ideation is depressed
thinking or fantasizing about wanting to die. It can range from active suicidality to passive
suicidality.Passive suicidality is far more common with the Cptsd survivors who I have known,
and it ranges from wishing you were dead to fantasizing about ways to end your life. When lost in
suicidal ideation, the survivor may even pray to be delivered from this life, or fantasize about
being taken by some calamitous act of fate. He may even think or obsess - without being serious
- of stepping in front of a car or jumping off a building.Fantasy typically ends, however, without a
serious intent to kill yourself. This is as opposed to active suicidality where the person is actively
proceeding in the direction of taking her life.I am discussing passive suicidality because it does
not merit the same kind of alarm as active suicidality. Passive suicidality is typically a flashback
to early childhood when our abandonment was so profound, that it was natural for us to wish that
God or somebody or something would just put an end to it all.When the survivor catches himself
in a suicidal reverie, he will benefit from seeing it both as an emblem of how much pain he is in,
and as a sign of a particularly intense flashback. This then can direct him to use the flashback
management steps in chapter 8.If however, flashback management does not help, and
suicidality becomes increasingly active, please call the national suicide hot-line
[1-800-273-8255] or visit , because this is a flashback that you may need help managing, and
you will get good help there.Skilled therapists and caregivers learn to discriminate between
active and passive suicidal ideation, and do not panic and catastrophize when encountering the
latter. Instead, the counselor invites the survivor to explore his suicidal thoughts and feelings
knowing that in most cases, verbal ventilation of the flashback pain underneath it will
deconstruct the suicidality.In the much less common scenario of active suicidality, encouraging
verbal ventilation will also help the therapist or helper discern if there is indeed a real risk and if
action needs to be taken to protect the survivor.What You May Have Been Misdiagnosed WithI
once heard renowned traumatologist, John Briere, quip that if Cptsd were ever given its due, the
DSM [The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders] used by all mental health
professionals would shrink from its dictionary like size to the size of a thin pamphlet. In other
words, the role of traumatized childhoods in most adult psychological disorders is enormous.I
have witnessed many clients with Cptsd misdiagnosed with various anxiety and depressive
disorders. Moreover, many are also unfairly and inaccurately labeled with bipolar, narcissistic,
codependent, autistic spectrum and borderline disorders. [This is not to say that Cptsd does not
sometimes co-occur with these disorders.]Further confusion also arises in the case of ADHD
[Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder], as well as obsessive/compulsive disorder, both of which
are sometimes more accurately described as fixated flight responses to trauma [see the 4F’s
below]. This is also true of ADD [Attention Deficit Disorder] and some depressive and
dissociative disorders which similarly can more accurately be described as fixated freeze
responses to trauma.Furthermore, this is not to say that those so misdiagnosed do not have
issues that are similar and correlative with the disorders above. The key point is that these labels



are incomplete and unnecessarily shaming descriptions of what the survivor is actually afflicted
with.Reducing Cptsd to “panic disorder” is like calling food allergies chronically itchy eyes. Over-
focusing treatment on the symptoms of panic in the former case and eye health in the latter does
little to get at root causes. Feelings of panic or itchiness in the eyes can be masked with
medication, but all the associated problems that cause these symptoms will remain
untreated.Moreover, most of the diagnoses mentioned above are typically treated as innate
characterological defects rather than as learned maladaptations to stress – adaptations that
survivors were forced to learn as traumatized children. And, most importantly, because these
adaptations were learned, they can often be extinguished or significantly diminished, and
replaced with more functional adaptations to stress.In this vein, I believe that many substance
and process addictions also begin as misguided, maladaptations to parental abuse and
abandonment. They are early adaptations that are attempts to soothe and distract from the
mental, emotional and physical pain of Cptsd.Origins Of CptsdHow do traumatically abused and/
or abandoned children develop Cptsd?While the origin of Cptsd is most often associated with
extended periods of physical and/or sexual abuse in childhood, my observations convince me
that ongoing verbal and emotional abuse also causes it.Many dysfunctional parents react
contemptuously to a baby or toddler’s plaintive call for connection and attachment. Contempt is
extremely traumatizing to a child, and at best, extremely noxious to an adult.Contempt is a toxic
cocktail of verbal and emotional abuse, a deadly amalgam of denigration, rage and disgust.
Rage creates fear, and disgust creates shame in the child in a way that soon teaches her to
refrain from crying out, from ever asking for attention. Before long, the child gives up on seeking
any kind of help or connection at all. The child’s bid for bonding and acceptance is thwarted, and
she is left to suffer in the frightened despair of abandonment.Particularly abusive parents
deepen the abandonment trauma by linking corporal punishment with contempt. Slaveholders
typically use contempt and scorn to destroy their victims’ self-esteem. Slaves and children who
are made to feel worthless and powerless devolve into learned helplessness and can be
controlled with far less energy and attention. Cult leaders also use contempt to shrink their
followers into absolute submission after luring them in with brief phases of fake unconditional
love.Furthermore, Cptsd can also be caused by emotional neglect alone. This key theme is
explored at length in chapter 5. If you notice that you are berating yourself because your trauma
seems insignificant compared to others, please skip ahead to this chapter and resume reading
here upon completion.Emotional neglect also typically underlies most traumatizations that are
more glaringly evident. Parents who routinely ignore or turn their backs on a child’s calls for
attention, connection or help, abandon their child to unmanageable amounts of fear, and the
child eventually gives up and succumbs to depressed, death-like feelings of helplessness and
hopelessness.These types of rejection simultaneously magnify the child’s fear, and eventually
add a coating of shame to it. Over time this fear and shame begets a toxic inner critic that holds
the child, and later the adult, totally responsible for his parents’ abandonment, until he becomes
his own worst enemy and descends into the bowels of Cptsd.More About TraumaTrauma occurs



when attack or abandonment triggers a fight/flight response so intensely that the person cannot
turn it off once the threat is over. He becomes stuck in an adrenalized state. His sympathetic
nervous system is locked “on” and he cannot toggle into the relaxation function of the
parasympathetic nervous system.One common instance of this occurs when a child is attacked
and hurt by a bully after school. He may remain in a hypervigilant, fearful state until someone
takes action to insure him that he will not be revictimized, and until someone helps him release
the hyperactivation in his nervous system.If the child has learned through experience that he can
come to at least one of his parents when he is hurting, frightened or needing help, he will tell
mom or dad about it. With them, he will grieve the temporary death of his sense of safety in the
world by verbally ventilating, crying and angering about it [chapter 11 expands on these
processes of grieving].Moreover, his parent will report the bully and take steps to assure that it
will not happen again, and the child will typically be released from the trauma. He will naturally
relax back into the safety of parasympathetic nervous system functioning.“Simple”, one incident
traumas can often be resolved relatively easily if Cptsd is not already present.If however the
bullying happens on numerous occasions and the child does not seek help, or if the child lives in
an environment so dangerous that the parent is powerless to ensure a modicum of safety, it may
take more than parental comforting to release the trauma. If the trauma is not too continuous
over too long a time, a short course of therapy may be all that is needed to resolve the trauma,
provided of course the danger in the environment can effectively be remediated.When the
trauma however is repetitive and ongoing and no help is available, the child may become so
frozen in trauma that the symptoms of “simple” ptsd begin to set in. This can also occur during
the prolonged trauma of combat or entrapment in a cult or domestic violence situation.If
however, a person is also afflicted by ongoing family abuse or profound emotional
abandonment, the trauma will manifest as a particularly severe emotional flashback because he
already has Cptsd. This is particularly true when his parent is also a bully.The Four F’s: Fight,
Flight, Freeze And FawnEarlier, I mentioned the fight/flight response that is an innate automatic
response to danger in all human beings. A more complete and accurate description of this
instinct is the fight/flight/freeze/fawn response. The complex nervous system wiring of this
response allows a person in danger to react in four different ways.A fight response is triggered
when a person suddenly responds aggressively to something threatening. A flight response is
triggered when a person responds to a perceived threat by fleeing, or symbolically, by launching
into hyperactivity. A freeze response is triggered when a person, realizing resistance is futile,
gives up, numbs out into dissociation and/or collapses as if accepting the inevitability of being
hurt. A fawn response is triggered when a person responds to threat by trying to be pleasing or
helpful in order to appease and forestall an attacker. This fourfold response potential will
heretofore be referred to as the 4Fs.Traumatized children often over-gravitate to one of these
response patterns to survive, and as time passes these four modes become elaborated into
entrenched defensive structures that are similar to narcissistic [fight], obsessive/compulsive
[flight], dissociative [freeze] or codependent [fawn] defenses.These structures help children



survive their horrific childhoods, but leave them very limited and narrow in how they respond to
life. Even worse, they remain locked in these patterns in adulthood when they no longer need to
rely so heavily on one primary response pattern.It is important to understand that variances in
the childhood abuse/neglect patterns, birth order, and genetic predispositions result in people
polarizing to their particular 4F type.In the next section we will explore examples of how children
are driven into these defenses by traumatizing parents. The four children in the vignette below
match the four basic types of trauma survivors:Bob=Fight - NarcissisticCarol=Flight - Obsessive/
CompulsiveMaude=Freeze - DissociativeSean=Fawn - CodependentThe 4F’s In A Cptsd-
Inducing FamilyCarol was the scapegoat of her family. Narcissistic and borderline parents
typically choose at least one child to be the designated family scapegoat.Scapegoating is the
process by which a bully offloads and externalizes his pain, stress, and frustration by attacking a
less powerful person. Typically scapegoating brings the bully some momentary relief. It does not
however effectively metabolize or release his pain, and scapegoating soon resumes as the
bully’s internal discomfort resurfaces.Wilhelm Reich, in his brilliant book The Psychology of
Fascism, explains how scapegoating occurs on a continuum that stretches from the persecution
of the targeted child by a bullying parent to the horrific scapegoating of the Jews by the Nazi’s. In
especially dysfunctional families like Carol’s, the scapegoating parent often organizes the rest of
the family to also gang up on the scapegoat.Carol discovered a great deal about her early
childhood from watching home videos. Her parents were so narcissistically oblivious, that they
unabashedly recorded many incidents of Carol being verbally and emotionally abused by them.
This was usually in the background of recordings of the performances of their favorite child, her
older brother. Severely narcissistic parents are rarely embarrassed by their aggressive behavior.
They feel entitled to punish a child for anything that displeases them, no matter how
unreasonable it might appear to an impartial observer.Carols’ parents started in on her early by
disdainfully blaming her for soiling her diaper before she was even one. By the time she was
three, she had been so frequently punished for making noise while talking and playfully
exploring her house, that her constant state of fear generated an ADHD-like condition in
her.Carol’s large backyard was her refuge where she would play with great gusto - climbing,
running, cavorting, and building and ransacking villages that she made with her toys and leaves,
grass, sticks and stones. She would busy herself from breakfast until supper, often forgetting to
come in for lunch, which she thought in retrospect made life even easier for her mother, who
never called her in to eat.One family video from this time was the straw that broke the camel’s
back of Carol’s denial that her family was abusive. It showed her playing a game whereby she
would repetitively smack herself hard on the hand and call herself a bad girl as she wobbled
around the living room touching various knick-knacks. There was a considerable amount of
footage that showed her parents and siblings roaring with mocking delight in the
background.When contempt replaces the milk of human kindness at an early age, the child feels
humiliated and overwhelmed. Too helpless to protest or even understand the unfairness of being
abused, the child eventually becomes convinced that she is defective and fatally flawed.



Frequently she comes to believe that she deserves her parents’ persecution.When Carol was
four, she “accidentally” fell out of a second story window. A few years later, she stepped out into
the street in front of a car and was knocked to the ground. As an adult, she was convinced that
both injuries contributed to her extremely painful, early onset scoliosis. She also believed that
she was in so much pain, that she was unconsciously trying to end her life.Fortunately for Carol,
school eventually offered a glimmer of reprieve. A kindly third grade teacher perceived her
intelligence, and praised her enough that she soon became an excellent student. Unfortunately,
the terrible anxiety that she lived with 24/7 soon morphed into an obsessive/compulsive
approach to school work. This, in turn, later manifested into a life-spoiling perfectionism and
workaholism.Carol’s older brother, Bob, the favorite and hero of her parents was not molded with
fear and rejection like Carol. Bob, the recipient of the parents’ narcissistic expectations, was
shaped into a multidimensional achiever by their withdrawal of approval for less than perfect
performances. He was then given tidbits of praise for outstanding accomplishments that would
reflect positively on his parents. He was also enlisted to further scapegoat Carol, and as time
went on outdid his parents in tormenting her.I believe there is an epidemic of sibling abuse that
afflicts many dysfunctional families. Siblings in such families can traumatize the victim-
scapegoat as severely as the parents. In families with checked out, disinterested parents, they
can in fact be the chief sources of trauma. This is especially true in our culture where emotional
neglect of children is rampant and where parents are routinely advised to let the kids “work it out
themselves.” But how does a child who has half the strength of his older sibling work it out, and
stop him from tormenting her without the aid of a stronger ally?Bob, himself, did not escape the
pathological influence of his parents. Scapegoating became a habit for him, and he developed
the narcissist’s sixth sense for identifying others whose families had victimized and used them
as targets. Bob, hurting from his parents using him and holding him to perfectionistic standards,
grew up to become a full-fledged narcissist and “control-freak”. He aggressively tried to mold his
“loved” ones as he had been molded, and was working on whipping his fourth wife into shape at
the time of Carol’s therapy.Let us return to Carol. As an adolescent, her trauma was painfully
reinforced by her surrounding community who so admired her brother’s accomplishments, that
they joined the family in pathologizing Carol as a “bad seed”.Unfortunately things deteriorated
further for Carol as an adult, even though she had seemingly escaped from the family. Carol
remained symbolically enthralled to the family by getting ensnared with narcissistic people who
were just as abusive and neglectful as her parents. This well known psychological phenomenon
is called repetition compulsion or reenactment, and trauma survivors are extremely susceptible
to it. We will explore this extensively throughout the book.A third child, Maude, was born two
years after Carol. By this time, her parents were worn out from incessantly molding Bob and
Carol. Having whipped Bob and Carol into hero- and scapegoat-shape, they had little use for
Maude. They did not have enough energy or interest left to whip her into anything.Maude
became the classic lost child and was left on her own to raise herself. She soon discovered food
and daydreaming as her sole sources of comfort. However, because Bob also enjoyed using her



for target practice, she stayed in her room as much as possible.In retrospect, Carol also thought
that Bob was molesting Maude. She hypothesized that these two factors contributed to the fact
that Maude could not tolerate the various nurseries and pre-schools in which her mother tried to
dump her. Over time, Maude numbed out into a low grade dissociative depression, and felt
extremely anxious and avoidant whenever she was in a social situation.At four, an eccentric aunt
gave Maude a television for her room and she was soon entranced. She was forced to develop
an attachment disorder in which she bonded with TV rather than with a human being. Sadly, she
is still lost in that relationship living on disability in an apartment cluttered with an enormous
amount of useless hoarded material.Poor Parenting Creates Pathological Sibling RivalryLike
many children in Cptsd-engendering families, Maude could not turn to her siblings for comfort
because her parents unconsciously practiced the “divide and conquer” principle. Her parents
modeled and encouraged sarcasm and constant fault finding among the children. Moreover,
interactions of cooperation or warmth were routinely ridiculed.Sibling rivalry is further reinforced
in dysfunctional families by the fact that all the children are subsisting on minimal nurturance,
and are therefore without resources to give to each other. Moreover, competition for the little
their parents have to give creates even fiercer rivalries.Two years later, Sean was born. At first, it
seemed as if he was destined for the same lost, dissociated destiny as Maude, but as he
matured he fell into the role of “gifted child” as described by Alice Miller in The Drama of the
Gifted Child.Sean’s inborn gift coming into this life was his compassion and his sense that if he
studied his mother enough and figured out what she needed, he could provide for her needs.
This would sometimes calm her down and make her less dangerous, bitter and sarcastic.Over
the years Sean honed this skill and could almost clairvoyantly anticipate her sore spots, moods
and preferences. Sometimes it seemed he knew what she needed before she did, and with
practice he became adept at defusing her anger and sometimes even gaining morsels of her
approval.Synchronistically, his mother realized she was getting old and that her alcohol-ravaged
husband would likely precede her. Not wanting to be alone, she exploited his compassionate
nature and primed him for domestic service for as long as she would need it. Sean remained
living at home until his mother’s death released him from emotional captivity at the age of twenty-
nine. This was the codependent enslavement we will explore more in chapter 7.A friend of
Sean’s who knew all the siblings as adults, marveled that it seemed as if each had different
parents.Finally, it is also important to note that the scapegoat role does not fall exclusively on the
flight type as it did with Carol. It can be bestowed on anyone of the 4F types depending on the
given family. The scapegoating role can also shift over time from one person to another and
each parent or sibling may choose a different scapegoat.Chapters 6 and 7 explore each of the
4F’s and their corresponding defensive structures in greater detail. These chapters will also help
you determine your key 4F defense, and help you address issues that are more specific to your
type of Cptsd.LEVELS OF RECOVERINGHealing from Complex PTSD is, above all, complex.
This is important to emphasize because there are numerous one dimensional approaches to
trauma that bill themselves as cure-alls. In my opinion, however, singular approaches are unable



to address all the levels of wounding that combine to cause Cptsd.Moreover, working with
simplistic approaches can leave you stranded in toxic shame when you do not achieve the
touted results. I was motivated to write this book in large part because of the many times I sank
into new levels of self-contempt when the latest panacea therapy did not cure me.I will use the
word “key” repeatedly to describe the various tasks upon which recovering hinges. This book
offers a keychain of perspectives and techniques to unlock yourself from being what Alice Miller
called a “Prisoner of Childhood.”Abusive and abandoning parents can injure and abandon us on
many levels: cognitive, emotional, spiritual, physical and relational. To recover, you need to learn
how to support yourself – to meet your unmet developmental needs on each level that is relevant
to your experience of childhood trauma.This chapter is a brief overview of the many tasks
involved in Cptsd recovery. These tasks are explored at greater length in Part II. The
comprehensive Table of Contents at the beginning of this book will direct you to further
information on each of the topics covered in this chapter. Please allow yourself to also use the
Table of Contents to explore sections of the book that peak your interest.Key Developmental
Arrests In CptsdWhat follows is a list of some of the most common developmental arrests that
occur in Cptsd. You may find that you experience a diminishment or absence of these key
features of healthy human being. Typically, survivors will vary on which and how many of these
arrests relate to them. Factors affecting this are your 4F type, your childhood abuse/ neglect
pattern, your innate nature and any recovery work that you have already accomplished.Self-
acceptanceClear sense of identitySelf-CompassionSelf-ProtectionCapacity to draw comfort
from relationshipAbility to relaxCapacity for full self-expressionWillpower & MotivationPeace of
mindSelf-careBelief that life is a giftSelf-esteemSelf-confidenceMy efforts to nurture myself in
these arrested areas of development were limited and spoiled in early recovery by a feeling of
resentment. “Why do I have to do this?” was a common internal refrain. Resentment that should
have been directed toward my parents often boomeranged onto me and spoiled or thwarted my
efforts at self-nurturance.Thankfully ongoing recovery work helped remedy this resentment. It
taught me to practice self-care in a spirit of giving to a child who needed and really deserved to
be helped.I find it helpful to approach developmental arrests from the viewpoint of novelist David
Mitchell’s quip that “…fire is the sun unwinding itself out of the wood”. Similarly, effective
recovery is unwinding the natural potential you were born with out of your unconscious. This is
your innate potential which may be, as yet, unrealized because of your childhood trauma.An
especially tragic developmental arrest that afflicts many survivors is the loss of their will power
and self-motivation. Many dysfunctional parents react destructively to their child’s budding sense
of initiative. If this occurs throughout his childhood, the survivor may feel lost and purposeless in
his life. He may drift through his whole life rudderless and without a motor.Moreover, even when
he manages to identify a goal of his own choosing, he may struggle to follow through with
extended and concentrated effort. Remedying this developmental arrest is essential because
many new psychological studies now show that persistence – even more than intelligence or
innate talent - is the key psychological characteristic necessary for finding fulfillment in life.I have



worked with many survivors stranded in this form of adult helplessness. Those who recover from
it typically do so by engaging extensively in the angering work of grieving that is discussed
throughout this book. The ability to invoke willpower seems to be allied to your ability to healthily
express your anger. With sufficient recovering, you can learn to manufacture your volition. In the
beginning you can fake it until you make it. This is what Stephen Johnson calls “the hard work
miracle.”What follows is a concluding comment about development arrests. Some survivors have
confidence but not self-esteem. In childhood, my own flight response got channeled into
acquiring academic skills for which the outside world rewarded me. But the benefit of these
rewards never penetrated my toxic shame enough to allow me to feel that I was a worthwhile
person.My critic, like my parents, always found something flawed in me to contradict the
feedback that I was getting. Ninety-nine percent on a test was never a cause for pride. Rather, it
was the impetus for a great deal of self-criticism about the missing one percent. Like many other
survivors that I have worked with, I developed the imposter’s syndrome. This syndrome
contradicted the outside positive feedback that I was receiving. It insisted that if people really
knew me, they would see what a loser I was. Eventually, however, I became confident in my
intelligence even though my self-esteem was still abysmal.COGNITIVE HEALINGThe first level
of recovery usually involves repairing the damage that Cptsd wreaks on our thoughts and beliefs
about ourselves.Cognitive recovery work aims to make your brain user friendly. It focuses on
recognizing and eliminating the destructive thoughts and thinking processes you were
indoctrinated with in childhood.Cognitive healing also depends on learning to choose healthy
and more accurate ways of talking to and thinking about yourself. On the broadest level, this
involves upgrading the story you tell yourself about your pain.We need to understand exactly
how appalling parenting created the now self-perpetuating trauma that we live in. We can learn
to do this in a way that takes the mountain of unfair self-blame off ourselves. We can redirect this
blame to our parents’ dreadful child-rearing practices. And we can also do this in a way that
motivates us to reject their influence so that we can freely orchestrate our journey of
recovering.This work then requires us to build a fierce allegiance to ourselves. Such loyalty
strengthens us for the cognitive work of freeing our brains from being conditioned to attack so
many normal parts of our selves.Cognitive work is fundamental to helping you disidentify from
the self-hating critic with which your parents inculcated you. As I am writing this, my son’s friend
synchronistically tells him: “This Lego creature I made spreads brain attack and eats away at the
person.” I marvel at this synchronicity and think: “What a fitting image for the trauma-inducing
parent”.Shrinking The CriticEarly abuse and abandonment forces the child to merge his identity
with the superego, the part of the child’s brain that learns the rules of his caretakers in order to
get and maintain acceptance. However, because acceptance is impossible in the Cptsd-
engendering family, the superego gets stuck working overtime to achieve the impossible.
Perseverating on finding a formula to win over her parents, the child eventually embraces
perfectionism as a strategy to make her parents less dangerous and more engaging. Her one
hope is that if she becomes smart, helpful, pretty, and flawless enough, her parents will finally



care for her.Sadly, continued failure at winning their regard forces her to conclude that she is
fatally flawed. She is loveless not because of her mistakes, but because she is a mistake. She
can only see what is wrong with or missing in her.Anything she does, says, thinks, imagines or
feels has the potential to spiral her down into a depressed abyss of fear and toxic shame. Her
superego fledges into a full-blown, trauma-inducing critic.Self-criticism, then, runs non-stop in a
desperate attempt to avoid rejection-inducing mistakes. Drasticizing becomes obsessive to help
the child foresee and avoid punishment and worsening abandonment. At the same time, it
continuously fills her psyche with stories and images of catastrophe.The survivor becomes
imprisoned by a jailer who will accept nothing but perfection. He is chauffeured by a hysterical
driver who sees nothing but danger in every turn of the road. Chapters 9 and 10 focus
extensively on practical tools for shrinking your critic.The Developmentally Arrested Healthy
EgoOver time the critic becomes more and more synonymous with the survivor’s identity. The
superego morphs into a totalitarian critic that trumps the development of a healthy ego. [The ego
develops later than the superego.]“Ego”, contrary to popular usage, is not a dirty word. In
psychology, the term ego represents what we typically mean when we use terms like my “self” or
my identity. The healthy ego is the user friendly manager of the psyche. Unfortunately, Cptsd-
inducing parents thwart the growth of the ego by undermining the development of the crucial
egoic processes of self-compassion and self-protection.They do this by shaming or intimidating
you whenever you have a natural impulse to have sympathy for yourself, or stand up for yourself.
The instinct to care for yourself and to protect yourself against unfairness is then forced to
become dormant.Psychoeducation And Cognitive HealingBecoming psychoeducated about
Cptsd is the first level of addressing this poisonous indoctrination of your mind against your
healthy ego. When you intricately understand how antagonistic your parents were to your healthy
sense of self, you become more motivated to engage in the self-help processes of rectifying
their damage. The more you identify their damage the more you know what to fix.This is
essential because without a properly functioning ego, you have no center for making healthy
choices and decisions. All too often, your decisions are based on the fear of getting in trouble or
getting abandoned, rather than on the principles of having meaningful and equitable interactions
with the world.You can learn to gradually replace the critic’s toxic perspective with a viewpoint
that supports you in your life, and that stops you from unnecessarily scaring yourself.You are free
now as an adult to develop peace of mind and a supportive relationship with yourself. A self-
championing stance can transform your existence from struggling survival to a fulfilling sense of
thriving.You can begin right now by inviting your instincts of self-compassion and self-protection
to awaken and bloom in your life.Cognitive healing may have begun or been reinforced by
reading what has preceded this. Hopefully you are having some epiphanies about what is at the
core of your suffering.Some readers may have been searching for cognitive answers for years,
and through their reading and therapy already created a sizable foundation for doing this work.At
the same time, those who have only tried a Cognitive-Behavioral Approach [CBT] to healing their
trauma may feel great resistance to hearing that cognitive work is important. If you are like me,



you may have been introduced to it in a way that promised more than could be delivered.
Cognitive tools are irreplaceable in healing cognitive issues, but they do not address all the
levels of our wounding. They are especially limited in addressing emotional issues, as we will
see below.In early recovery, the psychoeducation piece of cognitive work typically comes from
the wisdom of others: teachers, writers, friends and therapists who are more informed on this
subject than we are. When psychoeducation reaches its most powerful level of effectiveness,
however, it begins to morph into mindfulness.MINDFULNESSPsychologically speaking,
mindfulness is taking undistracted time to become fully aware of your thoughts and feelings so
that you can have more choice in how you respond to them. Do I really agree with this thought,
or have I been pressured into believing it? How do I want to respond to this feeling – distract
myself from it, repress it, express it or just feel it until it changes into something else?
Mindfulness is a perspective that weds your capacity for self-observation with your instinct of
self-compassion. It is therefore your ability to observe yourself from an objective and self-
accepting viewpoint. It is a key function of a healthily developed ego and is sometimes described
as the observing ego or the witnessing self.Mindfulness is a perspective of benign curiosity
about all of your inner experience. Recovery is enhanced immeasurably by developing this
helpful process of introspection. As it becomes more developed, mindfulness can be used to
recognize and dis-identify from beliefs and viewpoints that you acquired from your traumatizing
family.I cannot overstate the importance of becoming aware of your inner self-commentary. With
enough practice, mindfulness eventually awakens your fighting spirit to resist the abusive
refrains from your childhood, and to replace them with thoughts that are self-supportive.
Mindfulness also helps you to establish a perspective from which you can assess and guide
your own efforts of recovering.Chapter 12 contains detailed instruction for enhancing
mindfulness, as do the writings of Steven Levine, Jack Kornfield and John Kabat-Zinn.Finally, it
is important to note that mindfulness tends to develop and expand in a progressive manner to all
levels of our experience, cognitive, emotional, physical and relational. Mindfulness is essential
for guiding us at every level of recovering, and we will examine this principle more closely
throughout the book.EMOTIONAL HEALINGTraumatizing parents do as much damage to our
emotional natures as they do to our thinking processes. Consequently, there is a great deal of
recovery work that needs to be done on this level. This is especially true because of the damage
our wider society also does to our emotional natures.Recovering The Emotional NatureThis
section is an updated version of an article I wrote in 1991. I originally wrote it as a prelude to my
first book, The Tao of Fully Feeling, and it was written as an appeal to the general public to
understand the consequences of trying to sanitize one’s emotions. Thankfully, the response I
received encouraged me to complete that book, which is a guide to overcoming the familial and
societal damage meted out on children’s emotional life.The survivor, who is seeking a healthy
relationship with his emotional being, will strive to accept the existential fact that the human
feeling nature is often contradictory and frequently vacillates between opposite polarities of
feeling experiences. It is quite normal for feelings to change unpredictably along continuums that



stretch between a variety of emotional polarities. As such, it is especially human and healthy to
have shifts of mood between such extremes as happy and sad, enthused and depressed, loving
and angry, trusting and suspicious, brave and afraid, and forgiving and blaming.Unfortunately, in
this culture only the “positive” polarity of any emotional experience is approved or allowed. This
can cause such an avoidance of the “negative” polarity, that at least two different painful
conditions result.In the first, the person injures and exhausts himself in compulsive attempts to
avoid a disavowed feeling, and actually becomes more stuck in it. This is like the archetypal
clown whose frantic efforts to free himself from a piece of fly paper, leave him more immobilized
and entangled.In the second, repression of one end of the emotional continuum often leads to a
repression of the whole continuum, and the person becomes emotionally deadened. The baby
of emotional vitality is thrown out with the bathwater of some unacceptable feeling.A reluctance
to participate in such a fundamental realm of the human experience results in much
unnecessary loss. For just as without night there is no day, without work there is no play, without
hunger there is no satiation, without fear there is no courage, without tears there is no joy, and
without anger, there is no real love.Most people, who choose or are coerced into only identifying
with “positive” feelings, usually wind up in an emotionally lifeless middle ground – bland,
deadened, and dissociated in an unemotional “no-man’s-land.”Moreover, when a person tries to
hold onto a preferred feeling for longer than its actual tenure, she often appears as unnatural
and phony as ersatz grass or plastic flowers. If instead, she learns to surrender willingly to the
normal human experience that good feelings always ebb and flow, she will eventually be graced
with a growing ability to renew herself in the vital waters of emotional flexibility.The repression of
the so-called negative polarities of emotion causes much unnecessary pain, as well as the loss
of many essential aspects of the feeling nature. In fact, much of the plethora of loneliness,
alienation, and addictive distraction that plagues modern industrial societies is a result of people
being taught and forced to reject, pathologize or punish so many of their own and others’ normal
feeling states.Nowhere, not in the deepest recesses of the self, or in the presence of his closest
friends, is the average person allowed to have and explore any number of normal emotional
states. Anger, depression, envy, sadness, fear, distrust, etc., are all as normal a part of life as
bread and flowers and streets. Yet, they have become ubiquitously avoided and shameful human
experiences.How tragic this is, for all of these emotions have enormously important and healthy
functions in a wholly integrated psyche. One dimension where this is most true is in the arena of
healthy self-protection. For without access to our uncomfortable or painful feelings, we are
deprived of the most fundamental part of our ability to notice when something is unfair, abusive,
or neglectful in our environments.Those who cannot feel their sadness often do not know when
they are being unfairly excluded, and those who cannot feel their normal angry or fearful
responses to abuse, are often in danger of putting up with it without protest.Perhaps never
before has humankind been so alienated from so many of its normal feeling states, as it is in the
twenty-first century. Never before have so many human beings been so emotionally deadened
and impoverished.The disease of emotional emaciation is epidemic. Its effects on health are



often euphemistically labeled as stress, and like the emotions, stress is often treated like some
unwanted waste that must be removed.Until all of the emotions are accepted indiscriminately
(and acceptance does not imply license to dump emotions irresponsibly or abusively), there can
be no wholeness, no real sense of well being, and no solid sense of self esteem. Thus, while it
may be fairly easy to like yourself when feelings of love or happiness or serenity are present,
deeper psychological health is seen only when you can maintain a posture of self-love and self-
respect in the times of emotional hurt that accompany life’s inevitable contingencies of loss,
loneliness, confusion, uncontrollable unfairness, and accidental mistake.The human feeling
experience, much like the weather, is often unpredictably changeable. No “positive” feeling can
be induced to persist as a permanent experience, no matter what Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy
tells us. As disappointing as this may be, as much as we might like to deny it, as much as it
causes each of us ongoing life frustration, and as much as we were raised and continue to be
reinforced for trying to control and pick our feelings, they are still by definition of the human
condition, largely outside the province of our wills.EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCEDaniel Goleman
defines emotional intelligence as our ability to successfully recognize and manage our own
feelings and to healthily respond to the feelings of others. As implied above, I believe the quality
of our emotional intelligence is reflected in the degree to which we accept all of our feelings
without automatically dissociating from them or expressing them in a way that hurts ourselves or
others. When we are emotionally intelligent we also extend this acceptance to our intimates. One
of my clients calls this the hallmark of “relationships.”Another way of saying this is that I have self-
esteem to the degree that I keep my heart open to myself in all my emotional states. And, I have
intimacy when my friend and I offer this type of emotional acceptance to each other. Once again,
this does not condone destructive expressions of anger which are, of course, counterproductive
to trust and intimacy.Cptsd-engendering parents often hypocritically attack their children’s
emotional expression in a bi-modal way. This occurs when the child is both abused for emoting
and is, at the same time, abused by her caretaker’s toxic emotional expression.Most
traumatizing parents are especially contemptuous towards the child’s expression of emotional
pain. This contempt then forces the child’s all-important capacity for healthy grieving into
developmental arrest.One archetypal example of this is seen in the parent who hurts his child to
the point of tears, and then has the nerve to say: “Stop crying or I’ll give you something to cry
about!” A client once told me that he often fantasized about giving his father this angry reply:
“What are you talking about, you already gave me something to cry about?!” He did not,
however, because he had long since learned that getting angry back was a capital crime that
would elicit the most savage retaliation. Typically it would be delivered with homicidal rage: “I’ll
knock you from here to Kingdom come!”The above is of course a blatant example of the
slaughtering of emotional expression. Just as common is the insidious, passive-aggressive
assault on emoting which is seen in the parent who shuns her child for expressing his feelings.
This is seen in the emotionally abandoning parent who sequesters the child in a timeout for
crying, or routinely retreats from the crying child into her room.The worst, most damaging



example of this occurs when this is done to the pre-verbal toddler [or baby!] who only has
emotions with which to express herself. Pre-verbal children are by definition far too young to
learn the 2-3 year-olds’ developmental task of using her words to communicate about her
feelings.An especially nasty form of emotional abuse occurs in the traumatizing family when the
child is even attacked for displays of pleasant emotion. As I write this I flashback to scenes of my
mother sneering at my little sister and snarling: “What are you so happy about!”, and my father’s
frequent: “What are you laughing at – wipe that smile off your face!”Emotional abuse is also
almost always also accompanied by emotional abandonment, which can most simply be
described as a relentless lack of parental warmth and love. Sometimes this is most poignantly
described as not being liked by your parents, which belies the many Cptsd-inducing parents
who say they love their children, but demonstrate in a thousand ways that they do not like them.
“The sight of you makes me sick” was very popular with such parents when I was growing up.It
can still bring tears to my eyes to remember my emotionally abandoned young sister secreted in
a corner of the house begging our family dog: “Like me, Ginger, Like me!”Toxic Shame And Soul
MurderThe rejecting responses of our parents to our emotional expression alienate us from our
feelings. Emotional abuse/neglect scares us out of our own emotions while simultaneously
making us terrified of other people’s feelings.John Bradshaw describes the devastation of the
child’s emotional nature as “soul murder”. He explains this as involving a process where the
child’s emotional expression [his first language of self-expression] is so assaulted with disgust
that any emotional experience immediately devolves into toxic shame.I believe that toxic shame
is the affect of the inner critic, and that inner critic thought-processes are the cognitions of
shame – a terrible yin/yang process emanating from our original abandonment.Because of the
deadly one-two punch of familial and societal attacks on our emotional selves, we need to
recover our innate emotional intelligence. This is also deeply important because, as Carl Jung
emphasized, our emotions tell us what is really important to us. When our emotional intelligence
is restricted, we often do not know what we really want, and can consequently struggle mightily
with even the smallest decisions.As emotional recovery progresses, the mindfulness described
above begins to extend toward our emotional experience. This helps us to stop automatically
dissociating from our feelings. We then learn to identify our feelings and choose healthy ways to
respond to them and from them. Such emotional development illuminates our own natural
preferences, and, in turn aids us in making easier and better choices.Towards the end of a long
term therapy, a male client told me: “Yesterday, I was contemplating what I have discovered in
the years of our work together, and I’m amazed at how much my values have shifted away from
those of the macho family and culture I grew up in. I feel now like I prefer the arts to science,
novels to non-fiction, gardening to watching golf, and hanging out with my partner at home to
partying at the bar.”Grieving As Emotional IntelligenceGrieving is the key process for
reconnecting with our repressed emotional intelligence. Grieving reconnects us with our full
complement of feelings. Grieving is necessary to help us release and work through our pain
about the terrible losses of our childhoods. These losses are like deaths of parts of our selves,



and grieving can often initiate their rebirth.Grieving And Verbal VentilationGrieving restores our
crucial, developmentally arrested capacity to verbally ventilate. Verbal ventilation is the
penultimate grieving practice. It is speaking from your feelings in a way that releases and
resolves your emotional distress.I believe the following description of a six panel cartoon visually
conveys the powerful transformative power of verbal ventilation. In the first panel of the wordless
cartoon, a woman with a dark cloud over her head is talking to a friend who has a shining sun
over hers. In panel two, as the first woman gestures in a way that indicates complaining, the
cloud covers her friend’s sun. In panel three, the cloud emits a bolt of lightning, as she angrily
purges, and her friend glowers along with her. In panel four, the cloud rains on them as they
embrace, commiserating in the rain of their shared tears. In panel 5, relief spreads over their
faces as the cloud moves away from the sun. In panel 6 the sun shines over both of them, as
they smile and slip into pleasant conversation.This cartoon reflects the fully realized power of
verbal ventilation, which is the key bonding process in intimacy. It is also the key healing process
of effective therapy, and here is an example of what verbally ventilating looks like in a therapy
session.A client arrives flashbacked and in pain. He verbally ventilates about it. He is the
regressed hurt child, feeling bad, and part of him is sad and part of him is mad. He is once again
lost in the painful feelings of his original abandonment, and this state is like a death that
responds well to grieving.As he lets his feelings come into his voice, he talks, cries and angers
out his pain. Through this processing of his pain, he then gradually moves out of his flashback.
He is restored to his normal everyday sense that he is no longer trapped in his traumatic
childhood. Relief about this returns him to his normal ability to cope. If his grieving is deep
enough, he customarily feels more hopeful and lighthearted. Not infrequently, his sense of
humor resurfaces, and laughter punctuates his continuing verbal ventilation. This laughter is
usually much different than the sarcastic, self-bullying humor of his critic that he might have
begun the session with.The inner critic is sometimes so hostile to grieving that shrinking the
critic may need to be your first recovery priority. Until the critic is sufficiently tamed, grieving can
actually make flashbacks worse, rather than perform the restorative processes it alone can
initiate.I have worked with numerous clients who were so traumatized around grieving that we
needed to spend many months working on the cognitive level before grieving was released from
the spoiling effects of the toxic critic. Chapter 11 provides a great deal of practical guidance for
restoring your ability to grieve.SPIRITUAL HEALINGSoothing Abandonment Losses Via A
Higher Sense Of Belonging
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Jocelyn, “The best resource on C-PTSD right now. Can’t recommend this one enough. It’s taken
me about a month to work through for two reasons.1) I wanted to really absorb all the information
so I forced myself to only read in short bursts. This was sometimes not hard to do because my
mind would constantly explode as I read and I’d need to collect myself.2) At about 50 pages in I
started over so I could write notes as I went and I continued to copy down important bits of
information up until almost the last page.For me this has been an invaluable resource in fully
understanding Complex PTSD and in reaching a better understanding of myself, my childhood,
and the ways in which I can continue to grow from here. If you have a history of childhood abuse
and/or neglect, feel inherently “defective” or “wrong”, have toxic or absent parents, or are a
therapist looking to learn more about C-PTSD this is an exhaustive, validating, enlightening,
resource.Have a notebook, pens, sticky notes, highlighters —and possibly tissues — ready.”

Free2Bme, “Both And. I found this book BOTH Extremely Helpful AND I have a deep concern
about one particular (and significant) tenet of it.I have C-PTSD and I am working hard to claim
my life from the fallout. (I would say "reclaim", but that implies there is something to go back to.)
This book poignantly describes my life - in a delightful folksy, sometimes funny way. From that
perspective it was validating and comforting to know that I am not unique in this
experience.Absoutely the most helpful concept was "Emotional Flashbacks". To name my
sometimes debilitating emotional reactions in this way and to say that they are Proof Positive I
was abused early in my childhood (before memory became explicit), helped me calm down
about (1) the fact of them and (2) the implications of them. Narcissists often emphatically deny
their bad behavior - which is confusing, at best.I do, however, have deep concerns about the
author's conviction that the resulting Inner Critic must be bullied into submission. The
techniques suggested are classic Cognitive Behavioral tools. I have been working with a
talented Internal Family Systems ("IFS") trained therapist for almost five years now. From my
own direct experience and given my understanding of that psychotherapeutic model, I think this
is a hurtful and potentially dangerous way to treat an aspect of my own psyche.Inner Critic(s) are
Protective parts of me, that voluntary arose in response to some overwhelming life "event". They
arose to protect the vulnerable Wounded Inner Child, to maintain the functionality of the psychic
system under dire circumstance. In my experience, when I have witnessed a Protector's story
and they have relaxed their defensive posturing (since it is no longer necessary in present-time),
I find out they are ALSO a "child", trying to tough it out in a harsh environment. They did the best
they could at the time. Their strategy worked back then - I'm still alive. Unfortunately it is
harming me now. They are stuck in trauma time and I can help them with that.Bottom line - I
refuse to do to my own Inner Child(ren) what my parents did to me!  There is a better way.”

Eva M. Weber, “Eye opening. If you do have CPTSD and are reading this book, please know it is



VERY triggering and it will hit painful memories and experiences but please do not quit on this
book. It will just take more time to read and to go slowly with.I had set a goal to try and read 1
chapter before bed. I couldn't always do that and had Cptsd attacks/episodes (that's what I call
it), flashbacks, and dissociation from it at times but you learn so, so much from this and learn
new things you hadn't realised were actually part of your trauma. At least that's how it went for
me but everyone is different and I hope this review encourages you to buy this book if you
haven't already.”

DiEmm, “If you have C-PTSD, BUY THIS BOOK. I've had PTSD for about 50 years... Had been
misdiagnosed as bipolar... After learning that I had C-PTSD AND learning that I could recover
from it, I bought and DEVOURED this book. Well written with easy steps to follow. It took awhile,
but I was more than READY for change... I have not only recovered from the crippling PTSD, but
the eating disorder and the ADD (that I thought I had) have both been resolved, as they were
secondary injuries to the C-PTSD. I recommend this book to EVERYONE READY FOR
HEALING... & THANK YOU PETE WALKER!! I never imagined I could ever NOT BE a walking
wounded... Once I got rid of the injurious mindset, and grieved all that I had lost, or never had, it
was smooth sailing to a very quiet heart and soul.”

Avid Reader, “Ready to Feel Better?. Keep picking the wrong person? Do you have chronic
anxiety? Are you pretty dissatisfied with your friendships? Did you have a narcissist, self-
indulgent/, self-absorbed, drama-based, and/or detached parent(s)? If any of this sounds
familiar, this is a must-read!”

Charlotte, “Amazing enlightening book. For years I thought my childhood and family were
'normal'... but they weren't. If I was ever upset I was told that I was over sensitive, emotional etc. I
had undiagnosed depression at 16 and was told to 'get over it'. I didn't receive any emotional
support or physical affection from my parents. They didn't read me bedtime stories, teach me
about puberty, cuddle me and as long as I was at school, that was their job done. I was never
even asked about homework and my parents didn't go to 'parents evening' at school. I learned
how to survive on my own. From about 11 I essentially looked after myself. When I overheard a
friends mother telling him "I love you" my reaction was that's weird. This book was like reading a
description of me and my childhood. It has been extremely helpful to first of all realise that I am
normal and having emotions and being sensitive aren't a bad things . Secondly to understand
that I cannot change the past but I can improve the future. I still have a lot of reading and healing
to go though!”

Chloe Chandless, “If you only read one book all year, make it this one. 6 months after reading
this book, and I can honestly say it has changed my life beyond anything I could ever have
imagined! I have now read all Pete's books and I recommend you do too.In 6 months I have gone



from a deeply depressed, always ill, overweight junk foor delivery junkie, narcoleptic with chronic
pain, psoriasis, chronic money problems, an inability to clean up after myself, a life full of drama
and always in and out of codependent relationships with narcissists to:-finally saving up money-
a spotless home AND thriving garden-psoriasis gone-only healthy mutually supportive
relationships in my life-no more chronic pain-cooking myself all my meals from scratch and not
attracted to carbs at all. All healthy-narcolepsy gone-a little nest egg of savings starting-huuuuge
amount of self love, to the point I can feel myself glow-living every day in joy and
gratitude.Thanks to Pete Walker, 2020 was the best year of my life. May 2021 be the best year of
yours with his help.Trust me, it's ALL trauma. None of your problems are genetic or because the
world is a horrible place. It's ALL trauma.Pete Walker deserves a bloody Nobel prize btw”

Realscape, “A vital book for insight and recovery tools. I'd say this is the best and most
comprehensive book I've ever read on the subject. It's broken down into manageable sections,
clear to read, and best of all gives great guidance on coping skills and recovery skills which are
really hard to find. If you live in the UK you'll also find it near impossible to get a diagnosis of C-
PTSD let alone any supportive psychotherapy without spending a huge amount in private
clinics.  So, books like these are important.”

Andy, “LIFE CHANGING - HEALING BOOK - DEALING WITH TRAUMA RECOVERY. I recently
purchased both of Pete Walker’s books and I’m totally blown away by them! I’ve been working on
myself for years trying to deal with issues of childhood trauma and I feel like I’ve discovered a
goldmine in these books. Although I always felt like I was somehow experiencing my childhood
in my adult world, I ruled out PTSD as I assumed it involved seeing visual images. It turns out
that with CPTSD (the C stands for complex) images aren’t normally present. Although I don’t
think it’s healthy to get too attached to medical labels, I do feel like these books could have been
written for/about me as I relate to so much in them.Having only just started using the healing
processes in the books, it’s early to say how successful they will be but I am already seeing
small improvements and am very optimistic. I’ll hopefully update this review further down the line.
It feels important to also share that I have been working with spiritual practices for over ten years
and although they have helped to some degree, I resonate with the suggestion in Pete’s books
that you can’t just meditate the trauma away and that it needs to be felt and processed.”

Clare Smith, “I hardly ever write reviews... I hardly ever write reviews, . I've just out the book
down and picked up my phone to write this because I feel passionate about expressing how
good and informative this book is , also reassuring, relevant to anyone who has had a narcisstic
parent ( which is what I have most recently discovered) after reading up on narcs I am now
reading up on how I've been affected , and from the plethora of self help books I have read ,
( alot) this is so relevant I can't believe, probably because the problem has finally been
addressed and this book gives educated, relevant, bite size advice and understanding, unlike



anything I have ever come across. I also had one sent to my sister on realising just how
important this book can be for our recovery. A bible.”

The book by Pete Walker has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6,999 people have provided feedback.
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